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1. Introduction 

In their paper, Thórisson and Helgasson (henceforth: TH) discuss the importance of autonomy for 

general artificial intelligence. They also analyze a number of cognitive architectures on four 

dimensions of autonomy, with most of them failing on at least one of them. The issues discussed 

by TH are important and the points they raise make a lot of sense. I find myself agreeing with 

their discussion on the need for autonomy, the importance of the dimensions of real time 

operation, learning, resource management and meta-learning, and their analysis of the cognitive 

architectures. 

However, there is also something missing. TH’s analysis of autonomy sounds rather 

cognitively naive. To illustrate this, consider TH’s description of autonomy (page 4): “Let us 

imagine an exploration robot that can be deployed, without special preparation, into virtually any 

environment, and move between them without serious problems”. Among the environments listed 

are Mars, the Sahara desert, the Amazon jungle and the depths of the ocean.  

What would it take for a human to achieve this aim? First of all, no human would go to Mars 

without special preparation. Astronauts get extensive training and for good reason. Also, a city 

slicker would hardly be able to survive on his own in the Amazon forest or the Sahara desert. So, 

‘without special preparation’ needs to be taken with a grain of salt.  

But, more importantly, a human would need some 20 years or so of development and learning 

before he or she could even begin to explore these environments. Development of this kind is not 

covered by the learning dimension in the way described by TH. Development, certainly in early 

life, is much more than making a selection between different types of reinforcement learning or 

logical inference. The difference between these forms of learning and development can already be 

seen by noting that the other dimensions of autonomy (real time, resource management and meta-

learning) are quite limited when cognitive development is at its peak. 

2. Development and learning 

A major difference between cognitive development and learning as described by TH concerns the 

effect of development on the structure of the cognitive architecture. In humans there seems to be 
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a close relation between cognitive development and brain development. This may be a reason for 

why it takes so much time to reach the level of cognitive adulthood.  

A case in point is the development of language. On the one hand, the structure of the brain 

needs to reach a certain level of complexity before language can be learned (a stage never reached 

by the non-human primate brain). But on the other hand, language learning itself influences brain 

structure. If language is not learned at a certain age (around 12) it cannot be learned anymore at 

the level of full-blown natural language (e.g., Calvin and Bickerton, 2000). So, the development 

of language and the development of the brain go hand in hand. The brain determines language 

learning but language learning itself influences the structure of the brain.  

The relation between brain development and language learning is highly complex, as 

exemplified by the observation that natural language cannot be learned by non-human primates 

(despite several attempt to do so). So, apparently, we need some basic brain structure to begin 

with and the ability for structural change and growth. But we also need the interaction with the 

environment and other language users for the language architecture to develop. That is, we need 

linguistic experience as well.  

The interaction between (initial) brain structure, plasticity and linguistic experience, and the 

constraints they put on each other, determine the development of the architecture for language. 

This may be the reason why this development seems to proceed in stages (e.g., Saxton, 2010). 

You need a basic set of words before you can make basic (two or three word) sentences with 

them. In turn, you need these basic sentences before you can create and understand more complex 

sentences. There is a distinct possibility that these stages are accompanied by structural changes 

in the underlying architecture down to the ‘hardware’ level. In the case of human development 

one can indeed assume that cognitive development shapes the connection structure of the brain in 

a step by step manner, in which each step determines the potential for development of the next 

step. The existence of a critical period in which language learning has to occur underlines this 

point. When the brain is highly plastic, its connection structure can be molded by experience to 

develop into a language architecture. But when the brain’s plasticity declines and a language 

architecture has not yet developed, the resulting brain structure cannot develop into a language 

architecture anymore.  

Notice that this is more than just learning. In fact, our ability to learn may depend on this kind 

of development. We can learn throughout life, but the high plasticity underlying brain 

development in early life seems to reduce at the beginning of adulthood (as exemplified by the 

end of the critical periods for learning language of for the development of visual perception). 

There may be a sound reason for this: high plasticity is good when you need to develop a 

cognitive architecture. But once the architecture has developed, high plasticity can have adverse 

effects. It might result in a (too substantial) loss of acquired knowledge and abilities, when they 

are washed away by new experience.  

3. Cognitive autonomy and development 

So, what do we need to reach the lofty goal set out by TH? I would argue that, next to the 

dimensions discussed by TH, we also need to understand how a cognitive architecture can 

develop by interacting with its environment. This could entail a structural development that 

would shape the architecture stage by stage, in which each stage is needed for the development of 

the next one. This structural development of the cognitive architecture could even proceed down 

to the hardware level. TH does not really discuss hardware issues, but there are sound reasons to 
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assume that they will be important for arriving at truly autonomous generally intelligent systems. 

The increase of processing speed of single-core processors has come to an end. We need parallel 

architectures, with more than a few hundred processing cores. Likely, these processors and their 

interactions will require new forms of hardware (graphical processing units may be a step in this 

direction). Currently it takes a supercomputer to level human performance in chess or jeopardy, 

but it is difficult to see how such systems could be used to explore environments like Mars.   

With new forms of parallel hardware, new forms of cognitive representations will likely arise, 

more resembling the neural assembly representations formed in the brain (e.g., Harris, 2005). In 

turn, these neural assembly representations, developed through experience (e.g. Hebb, 1949), will 

likely require different kinds of architectures for the development of linguistic and cognitive 

capabilities (e.g., van der Velde and de Kamps, 2006; 2010).  
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1. Agreements 

In general, I agree with the major arguments made in the target article, especially on the 

following two key points: a truly intelligent system must be able to learn and adapt, as well as to 

manage its resources while working in real time. On this issue, their position is basically the same 

as mine. In Wang (2006), I define “intelligence” as “the capacity of an information system to 

adapt to its environment while operating with insufficient knowledge and resources”, where 
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